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Classic Fairy Tale Pop-Ups are delightfully retold favorite stories, enhanced with fresh new

illustrations that have surprising pop-up features on every two-page spread. As kids turn each page,

the characters come to life--moving, playing, running, and adding an extra dimension to each story.

In this tale, Little Red Riding Hood knows that danger lurks in the dark woods. But is she ready for

the danger that awaits her at Granny's house?
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We all know the story of the classic story of LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD. This delightful retelling of

this classic tale had beautiful illustrations with pop up features that young children love. The facial

expressions on the characters assist in telling the story as well. Also, the imagery and artistry overall

were wonderful to share with my kids and they asked me to share it again and again after reading it

the first time, which is always a good sign!

My 2 year old grandson was totally captivated by this book. We have an iPad video showing him

"reading" the book to his mother and it will remain a treasure for the family. His reactions as he turns

the pages and reveals the pop-ups are incredible. I highly recommend the book!



Little Red Riding Hood was purchased as a gift for my two year old great granddaughter. It was

given with a collectible Red Riding Hood Doll. She is too young to appreciate it at this age, but her

mother was thrilled with it. The beautifully illustrated with pop-ups and I'm sure will provide many

enjoyable hours.

Super cute. My kids were Little Red Riding Hood and the Big Bad Wolf for Halloween and I wanted

to get a book to help them get excited about their costumes. They love the pop ups. Great little

book.

my 2 year old loves this book. she like that the pages pop up and she likes to touch the pages. she

is a little rough with the book but so far so good. i can never get htrew the story cause she likes to

flip the pages to see the next page lol

Perfect! My 2.5 year old loves pop up books and this fits the bill. The mechanics work well and it is

pretty simple (there are just pop up pictures, no pull tabs or anything overly interactive on this one). I

did find it funny that the wolf just hid granny in the wardrobe, though!

My daughter couldn't wait to get this book and can't put it down. A new fun twist on an old story.

Absolutely the most horrible rendition of the story, it's been altered to be all politically correct and is

not the original story. Do not purchase if you are looking for the real thing!
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